6	BETTER VILLAGES
expenses and other extravagances increased by leaps and
bounds ; population multiplied and debt increased as fast
as credit.
Then came the crash. Prices dropped to half in a night,
debts doubled, credit went, crops were unsaleable, and
except for a box of trinkets the villager had little except
debts and perhaps a well-built house1 to show for a period
of prosperity which he had never seen before and may never
see again. This was all because he had never conceived
the ambition to raise the standard of living. Had he done
that, things would be very different now. The essence of
a rising standard of living is security. It is no use rising
only to fall again, as soon as things go at all wrong. The
man who intends to rise is for ever saving, putting something
by, and had he been so minded, the Punjab villager, with
his memories of the terrible insecurity and uncertainty of
the old days would not only have satisfied his ambition to
rise by providing all the necessities of civilized rural life,
but he would have endowed them too. But no, he was
without ambition to rise, and merely extended and inten-
sified his standard of show, luxury and extravagance. And
with no one to teach him and no example to follow, how
could the Punjabi learn how to make the best use of
the new money which canals and high prices brought
him?
The past failure was due to the absence of a definite
desire and determination to raise the standard of living,2
and without that desire and determination, there can never
be any hope of permanent improvement in village life, and
no hope of spontaneous effort at self-improvement. The
past is past, however, and it is no use crying over spilt
1	But without light, air or any comforts or amenities.
2	See pp. 23, 130.

